Are you willing to take classes outside of the HBS campus?

Yes

Which school are you interested in taking classes at?

HLS

- Climate Disruption: Emerging Topics in Policy, Politics, & Technology of Climate Change
- Confronting Climate Change: A Foundation in Science, Technology & Policy
- Economics of Climate Change & Environmental Policy
- Energy & Environmental Economics & Policy
- Environmental Politics: Building Power Through Persuasion, Advocacy & Negotiation
- Policy for an Engineered Planet
- Seminar in Environmental Economics & Policy
- The Energy-Climate Challenge

HKS

- Building Sustainable Cities
- Food and Agribusiness
- Global Climate Change
- Global Energy in Transition
- Reimagining Capitalism: Business and Big Problems
- Tough Tech Ventures

Harvard EdX

- Business at the Base of the Pyramid
- Contemporary Developing Countries: Entrepreneurial Solutions to Intractable Problems
- Entrepreneurial Solution’s to the World’s Problems
- Purpose & Profit
- Risks, Opportunities, And Investments In The Era Of Climate Change (ROICC)
- Social Entrepreneurship & Systems Change
- Sustainable Investing
- Transforming Education through Social Entrepreneurship

MIT

- MIT Energy Ventures
- Interested in additional MIT courses: https://mitsloan.mit.edu/sustainability/courses
- Energy Within Environmental Constraints
- The Health Effects of Climate Change
- The Climate-Energy Challenge
  Two courses = 1.5 Credit Hours

Environmental Leaning

- 5+ environment focused cases

ESG Focus

- Business at the Base of the Pyramid
- Contemporary Developing Countries: Entrepreneurial Solutions to Intractable Problems
- Entrepreneurial Solution’s to the World’s Problems
- Purpose & Profit
- Risks, Opportunities, And Investments In The Era Of Climate Change (ROICC)
- Social Entrepreneurship & Systems Change
- Sustainable Investing
- Transforming Education through Social Entrepreneurship

Are you willing to take classes outside of the HBS campus?

No

Do you want to focus on environmental sustainability or broad ESG courses?

Environmental Leaning

- 5+ environment focused cases

ESG Focus

- Business at the Base of the Pyramid
- Contemporary Developing Countries: Entrepreneurial Solutions to Intractable Problems
- Entrepreneurial Solution’s to the World’s Problems
- Purpose & Profit
- Risks, Opportunities, And Investments In The Era Of Climate Change (ROICC)
- Social Entrepreneurship & Systems Change
- Sustainable Investing
- Transforming Education through Social Entrepreneurship